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ABSTRACT
Let F  be a differential field with field of constants the algebraically closed 
field C.  Let Yiy be differential indeterminates and let R  =  F{yiy}[A’n , . . . ,  
Xnn] be a differential ring with derivation D{Xij) = ^&X&y. We show
that the quotient field Q =  F{Yij){Xij) of A is a Picard-Vessiot extension 
of F{Yij) for GLn(C). Moreover, we show that Q is a generic extension in 
the following sense; ff F  D F  is a Picard-Vessiot extension with differential 
Galois group G=GLn(G) then E  is isomorphic to F(Xjy) as a G-module 
and as an F-module. Under this isomorphism De,  the derivation of E, 
goes to a G-equivariant derivation which has a form similar to D with the 
coefficients Ygy specialized to elements /,y from F . The differential subfield 
C F(Xij)  is shown to be a Picard-Vessiot extension of C{fij) 
with group GLn(G). From this, one can retrieve the Picard-Vessiot extension 
F{Xij)  D F  by extension of scalars from C{fij) to F .
Conversely, if given F  we specialize the Yij to f ij  in F  so that the cor­
responding extension C{fij){X) D C{fij) has no new constants we obtain a 
solution to the inverse differential Galois problem for GLn(G). In the second 
part of this dissertation we show necessary and sufficient conditions for such 
a  specialization to exist.
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Chapter 0. Introduction
The results in this thesis axe aimed at solving the inverse differential Galois 
problem for the General Linear Group. In the most general setting the inverse 
problem consists in determining what differential field extensions are Picard- 
Vessiot extensions of a base differential field with a given algebraic group over 
its field of constants the differential Galois group for the extension.
We structure this introduction in three parts. The first two are quick 
reviews of the main definitions and results in Differential Galois Theory and 
Grobner Bases Theory that will be used in this thesis. In the third part we 
explain our results.
Henceforth we will use the terminology and notation employed in [M], 
which is also the source used for the summary in 0.1. For a thorough survey 
on the direct and inverse differential Galois problems one may refer to [S].
0.1 W hat is Differential Galois Theory?
Let F  be a field. A derivation on F  is an additive map D : F  F  such 
that D{ab) = D{a)b aD{b) for any elements a, 6 €  F . A differential field is 
a  pair (F, D), where F  is a field and D is a derivation on F.
A constant in a differential field F  is an element whose derivative is zero. 
The set of constants of F  is a differential subfield, usually denoted by C7.
We fix a  field F  of characteristic 0 and assume that its field of constants 
C is algebraically closed.
A differential extension £eld of F  is a differential field E D F  such that 
the restriction of the derivation on E  coincides with the derivation on F.
In the same fashion one defines differential ring and differential extension 
ring.
If (R, D) is a differential ring then an ideal X Ç R is  a differential ideal if 
D{X) e x .
For an element y 6  F  we will often use y(') to denote D^{y).
Consider a countable set of indeterminates over the differential field F , de­
noted by y('), 1 = 0,1 ,2 , Let Y  =  Define a derivation on the poly­
nomial ring F[y, y ( i) ,y W ,. . .  ] by D(y(*>) =  y('+ i) and D{f) =  Dp{f) ,  for 
/  €  F , where Dp is the derivation of F . The ring F[Y, y (^ \ Y ^ ^ \ . .. ] with 
the above derivation is called the ring o f differential polynomials in Y  and is 
denoted by F{Y}.  Y  is called a differential indeterminate. Likewise one can 
adjoin a finite number of differential indeterminates Y i , . . . , Y n t o F  and con­
sider the differential ring F {Y i, . . . ,  Yn}. The quotient field of F { i i , . . . ,  1^} 
will be denoted by F{Yi, Yn).
A linear homogeneous differential operator over F  is an operator of the
fo im
L =  y (4  -f + . . .  +  00^(0)
where a, 6  F . For an element y € F , L(y) =  -^----- h oqi/^ ®^
and the set of solutions of L =  0 in F  is {y € F|L(y) =  0}.
Given a field F  and a differential operator L =  4 h
OQy(O) over F  there is a proper differential extension field E  D F  in which 
the equation L = 0 has I  solutions algebraically independent over F. This 
differential extension can be reahzed as the quotient field of the polynomial 
ring over F in indeterminates R  =  F[yi,o, • - •, yi,i-\\ with derivation D r  
given by
{yi.i+1 for y ^  -  1-  2 ^  0Lkyi,k for j  =  £&=o
If F  is a differential extension of F  and L is a linear operator over F  then 
the set of solutions of L =  0 in F  is a vector space over the field of constants 
o f F .
Differential Galois Theory studies the nature of the differential extensions 
generated by the set of solutions of a differential equation over a differential 
base field. Picnrd-Vessiot extensions are the differential analogues of Galois 
extensions in the classical Galois Theory of fields. They are defined as follows:
Definition 0.1.1. Let L =  +  *”  +  be a linear
homogeneous differential operator over F . A differential extension field E  3  
F  is a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  for L if:
(1) E  is generated over F  as a differential field by the solutions of L = 0 
in E.
(2) The constants of E  are the constants of F.
(3) L =  0 has i  solutions in E  that are linearly independent over the 
constants.
A differential extension satisfying only part (2) of the above definition is 
called a no new constant extension. This condition guarantees that we are 
not adding superfluous solutions to our extension.
Given a differential base field F  and a linear homogeneous difierential
operator L =  H------ h over F  there is a differential
field extension E  Z) F  that is a  Picard-Vessiot extension of F  for L. It can 
be constructed as follows:
Let S  = F[yifl,. . . be the localization of the polynomial ring
over F  in indeterminates R  =  F [y i,o ,...,y r,r-i] at w =  det[y»,y]. As 
above, one can define a  derivation on R  by
{ Vi,3 + 1  for y ^  -  1
k=Q
This derivation can be extended to a derivation on 5  in the obvious way.
s  is called the full universal solution algebra for (the differential equation) 
L (= 0) (abbreviated, FUSA-L).
Let P  C be a maximal differential ideal. Then the fraction field E  =  
Q{S/P) D F  is a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  for L. This result is the 
content of Theorem 3.4 in [M].
Moreover, Picard-Vessiot extensions of a given differential base field F  for 
a fixed L are unique up to isomorphism.
Next we define differential homomorphisms.
D efinition 0.1.2. Let Fi, F} be differential fields with respective derivations 
Dp^ and Dp^. A homomorphism of differential fields is a field homomor­
phism tj) :Fi ^  Fz such that Dp^{‘if){a)) =  i/f{Dp^  ^(a)) for all o 6  F i.
Let E  D F  he a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  for L. The set G{E/F)  
of differential automorphisms of E  over F  is a group. Moreover, it has the 
structure of an algebraic group over the field of constants C of F  and therefore 
it can be viewed as a subgroup of the general linear group GLn(C) o f n x n  
matrices with non-zero determinant, for some n. We take full advantage of 
this algebraic group structure in our construction of a generic Picard-Vessiot 
extension for GLw(C).
In Differential Galois Theory, the so-called Galois correspondence also 
holds. It is the content of the following theorem;
Fundamental Theorem  o f  Galois Theory. Let E  be a Picard-Vessiot 
extension of F  for the linear homogeneous differential operator L. Then 
there is a lattice-inverting bijective correspondence between
{F  Ç K  C E\Kis a differential subfiel<f}
and
{G < G{E/F)\G is a Zariski closed subgroup}
given by
K  H-). G{E/K) and G E ^ .
Picard-Vessiot intermediate field extensions correspond to normal subgroups.
0.2 The Multivarible Division Algorithm.
The machinery of Grobner Bases provides polynomial rings in several 
variables with a division algorithm that mimics the Euclidean algorithm in 
the one variable case. We will present some beisic definitions and results that 
appear in [AL] as we introduce the algorithm.
As usual, let . . . ,  Xn] denote the ring of polynomials f { X i , . . . ,  X^) 
in n  variables with coefficients in the field k. Let
T" =  {X f‘ ■ ■ -Xf* Ift €  Bf, < =  1........»}
be the set of monic monomials in the Xi,  henceforth called power pro­
ducts, For convenience, • • will be denoted by where /3 =
First, in order to be able to perform a  division of polynomials in n  varia­
bles, we need to put an ordering on as follows:
Definition 0.2.1. A term order on T" is a total order < on T " satisfying 
the following two conditions:
(i) 1 < X ^  for all X ^  € T", X ^  ^  1.
(ii) / / X “ < X ^  then X°‘X ^  < X ^ X f ,  for all X'^ 6  T^.
Theorem 1.4.6 in [AL] establishes that every term order on T” is a well- 
ordering.
The next three definitions provide examples of term orders.
Definition 0.2.2. The lexicographical order on T" with X i > X 2 >  >
Xji is defined as follows: For
a  =  ( o i , . . . , a n ) ,  /3 =  (/3i,...,/3n) € N”
we define
-, . , r first coordinates a,- and in a  and /3
X"* < X ^  tf and only i f  { ^
L from the left which are different satisfy a* < p*
So, in the two variable case we have
K X a  <xi <xi  < - <Xi<XiX2 <XiXl < < x ;  .
This order is denoted by lex.
D efinition 0.2.3. The degree lexicographical order on T” with X i > X 2 > 
> Xn is defined as follows: For
we define




ai =  AI ond with respect to
t=i t=i
. lex with Xi > Xg > > Xn.
So, in the two varible case we have
I < X 2 < X 1 < X I <  X1X2 < X l  < X | < X iX | < XfXa < X f  < .  .
This order is denoted by deglex.
D efinition 0.2.4. The degree reverse lexicographical order on T ” with X i > 
X2 > • • ' >  Xn is defined as follows: For
a  =  (a i , . . . , a n ) ,  fi =  (fi i , . . . , fin) € N"
we define
X= < X ^  if  and only if
^ o i i <  or
t=l i—t
n n.
ai = A> ond the first coordinates a* 
i=l i=l
and fii in a  and fi from the right, which are 
 ^ different, satisfy oj >  A-
8
This order is denoted by degrevlex.
In the two variable case the degree lexicographical and the degree reverse 
lexicographical orders are the same. It is no longer the case, however, if there 
are three or more variables:
X l X i X z  > X 1X 2 with respect to deglex with X i  > X 2 > Xz
but
X^XzXz < X 1X 2 with respect to degrevlex with X i  > X 2 > Xz.
We say that we have a term order on &[%i, • • • , Jfn] if we have a term 
order on T \
Now, if we fix a term order on &[%i, • • , %a] we can write any non-zero 
polynomial /  €  , A’„] as
/  =  a i X “  ^ + azX^^ + ,
where 0 ^  ai € k ,  €  T ’^ , and > % « » >  >  In this setting,
the following are defined:
•  lp(/)=%'*'^, the leading power product of f;
•  lc(/)= a i, the leading coe&dent of / ;
•  lt(/)=aiJL®*^, the leading term of / .
D efinition 0.2.5. Given f ,  g, h in . . . ,  with g ^ 0 ,  we say that f  
reduces to h modulo g in one step, written
f ^ h ,
if and only if lp(g) divides a non-zero term X  =  aaX°^ that appears in f  and
, , X
For /  =  0 we define lp(0) =  lc(0) =  lt(0) =  0.
D efinition 0.2.6. Let f ,  h and / i , . . . , be polynomials in & [ % i , X „ ] ,  
with f i ^ O  (0 ^ i  ^  s), and let F  = { f i , , /,} . We say that f  reduces to 
h modulo F, denoted
h,
if  and only if there exists a sequence of indices and
a sequence of polynomials h i , . . . ,  h t- i  € 6[%i, . . . ,  X»] such that
t  L L t t/  —^  «1 —^  rl2 —^  ' • • ---> iH—i —^  ft.
D efinition 0.2.7. A polynomial r is called reduced with respect to a set of 
non-zero polynomials F  =  { / i , . . . , / * }  i f  r = 0 or no power product that 
appears in r is divisible by any one o f the Ip(fi), i = \ , . . . , s .  In other words, 
r cannot be reduced modulo F.
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D efinition 0.2.8. I f  f  — ^+ r and r  is reduced with respect to F, then we 
call r a remainder for f  with respect to F.
The reduction process can be viewed as a generalization of the long divi­
sion in one variable. The Multivariable Division Algorithm (see box on next 
page) is defined as a sequence of reductions. The following theorem shows 
that the Multivariable Division Algorithm actually works:
Theorem  0.2.9. Given a set of non-zero polynomials F  =  { / i , . . . ,  / ,} and 
f  €  fe[Xi,...,Xn], the Multivariable Division Algorithm produces polyno­
mials «1, . . . ,  t t„ r  6 k[X i , . . . ,  A’n] such that
f  =  t ti/i  4----- +  Usfs + r,
with T reduced with respect to F  and
lp (/) =  m ax{m M (lp(ui)lp(/i)),lp(r)}.
P roof. First note that the algorithm terminates: at each step, the leading 
term of the polynomial h is subtracted off until it cannot longer be done. 
This gives a sequence h i .hg , . . .  of the h's in the algorithm, where is 
obtained from hi by subtracting off lt(h{) and possibly some smaller terms: 
hi+i = hi — (It(hi) -t-lower terms). This is because is computed from hi 
by subtracting off =  It(h^) -[-lower terms (in case somelp(/y) divides
11
lp(/ii)) or subtracting off It(fti) (in case no lp(/y) divides Ip(t^)). Thus, for 
all t, lp(h»+i)<lp(ht). Since the term order is a well-ordering, the list of the 
h[s must stop.
M u l t i v a r i a b l e  D i v i s i o n  A l g o r i t h m
IN P U T ; / ,  / i , . . . ,  A 6  fe [Ai, . . . ,  An] with A ^  0 ( 1 ^  t ^  s )
O U T PU T ; u i , . . . ,  u „ r  such that /  =  u i f i  H h +  r
and r is reduced with respect to { / i , • • , /*} and 
max{lp(ui)lp(/i), . . .  ,lp(«a)lp(A),lp(r)}=lp(/).
IN ITIA LIZA TIO N ; ui  :=  0, U2 :=  0 , . . . ,  u , := 0, r  := 0, h := /
W H ILE h f  0 DO
IP  there exist i  such that lp(/i) divides lp(h) T H E N
choose i least such that lp(/i) divides lp(h)
Ui := Ui +
ELSE
r : = r +  lt(h) 
h:= h — lt(h)
For the second part observe that since f  = h at the beginning of the 
algorithm and we are subtracting off the leading power product of h a t every
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stage we must have at every stage lp(h)^lp(/). Now, for each i, u* is obtained 
by adding terms where cancels the leading term of h. It follows
that lp(«t)lp(/i)^lp(/)- Since r  is obtained by adding in terms lt(h), we 
have that lp (r)^ lp (/), sts weU.Q
Examples and exercises that illustrate the algorithm can be found in [AL].
0.3 The Generic Extension for GLn(C).
As we pointed out at the beginning of this introduction the problem that 
motivates our construction is the following inverse problem:
Given a differential field F  with algebraically closed field of constants 
G, find a Picard- Vessiot extension o f F  whose differential Galois group is 
GLniC).
Let Yij be difierential inderminates. A generic Picard-Vessiot extension for 
GLn(G) is a Picard-Vessiot extension of the generic field C fY i i , -— ,Ynn), 
with difierential Galois group GLn(C) and the property that any Picard- 
Vessiot extension of F  with difierential Galois group GLn(C7) is obtained 
from it by first specializing the Y{j to fij  € F  and then extending scalars to 
F  over C.
The terminology "generic" dates back to the works of E. Noether in Galois 
theory of algebraic equations [Nj. Following her approach, L. Goldman [G]
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introduces the notion, of generic equation with group G for a homogeneous 
differential equation of order n. Briefly, given an algebraic subgroup G of 
GLn(C), Goldman sought an n th  order homogeneous linear differential poly­
nomial L{t, y) e  C { t i tn){y} where (<i, . . . ,  t») is a family of differential 
indeterminates over C such that there exists a fundamental system of zeros 
(yi, • -. ,ym) of L{t,y) with the following properties:
(1) C{ti , . , .  , t n ,y i , . , . , y n )  is a Picard-Vessiot extension of C{ti , . , . , tn )  
with group of automorphisms G.
(2) For any specialization ( t i , . •., <n) (?i,. . . ,  tn) over C which can be 
extended to a specialization (ti , . . . , tn>yij -->yn) •->
ÿ^) with G( t i , . . . ,  tn .ÿi) • • •. ÿn) » Picard-Vessiot extension of C(?i, . . . ,  
Én), the diflerential Galois group H  of • • • lÿn) over C(ti,
. . . ,  is a subgroup of G.
(3) If $  is a differential fleld with field of constants C and if ^ (Ai, . . . ,  An) 
is a Picard-Vessiot extension of J  with group H  QG^ where (A%,. . . ,  An) 
is a fundamental system of zeros of a homogeneous linear differential poly­
nomial L{y) 6  î{y} of order n, there exists a specialization ( t i , . . . , tn )  ^  
(?i, . . . ,  tn) over C such that f* € 5  (* =  1> • • • > y) =  L{y).
Let t i , . . .  , t r , h , . . .  , tr  be elements of some differential field extension of 
5 . In Goldman’s terminology, ( t i , . . . , t r )  is a specialization
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over 5  if for any differential polynomial F (y i , . . . ,  j/r) 6  5 { y i Vr} such 
that F ( t i , . . . ,  tr) =  0 we have F ( t i , . . . ,  tr) =  0.
For the general linear group, Goldman constructs a generic equation as 
follows:
Let
P i{y i , - - ,yn )  = (t =
where
Wi =  (-1 )*




and the y* are differential indeterminates. Let ti = Pi(yi, . . . ,  yn) then 
Mi,y) = y ’^'^  -hPi(yi , . . . ,yn)y^"“ ^^  +  ”  • +  Fn(yi, • • •, yn)y^°^
is a generic equation with group GLn(C). Goldman’s construction is equi­
valent to Example 5.26, p. 72 in [M].
By the second property of Goldman’s generic equation, if a specialization 
( t i , . . . , t r )  ( t i , . . . , t r )  is found such that C ( t i , . . . , tn ,ÿ i ,  - ,  Vn) is a
Picard-Vessiot extension of C7(ti,. . . ,  tn) the differential Galois group H  of 
C{ti, . . . , t n , ÿ i , . . . , ÿ j  over C’( t i , . . . , tn )  is only a subgroup of GLn(C). 
That is, Goldman’s construction does not guarantee that {tfter a suitable
15
specialization, of the t* an equation over ^  is obtained with group GL%(C). 
The reason why the differential Galois group may become smaller is that 
when the specialization of the coefficients of the generic equation is carried 
out there is no control on the changes in the derivation of the differential field 
extension associated to that equation and as a result the derivation in the 
extension associated to the new equation with the coefficients specialized 
need not to be G-equivariant. Also, this approach neglects other possible 
derivations that produce the same equation.
Our generic extension for GLn(G) is the quotient field of the coordinate 
ring of GLn(C) with difierential indeterminates Yij adjoined together with 
a "generic" derivation. The derivation is defined in such a way that after 
specializing the indeterminates to elements of the base field we still obtain 
a GLn(C)-equivariant derivation and therefore the full GLn(G) is preserved 
as the differential Galois group of the new (specialized) extension.
We are now ready to introduce our results.
Let F be a differential field with algebraically closed field of constants 
C. Let Yij, i , j  =  l , . . . , n ,  be differential indeterminates over F. We will 
consider the differential ring R  =  F(î<y}[X ii,. . . ,  with derivation given 
by D{Xij) = YuXij. This derivation on R  extends in a natural way 
to its quotient field Q =  F{Yij){Xij). We have the following (Theorem 2.1.1
16
in Chapter 2);
T heorem  0.3.1. In the above notation, Q = F{Yij){Xij) is a Picard-Vessiot 
extension of F  (Yij) with differential Galois group GLn{C). Moreover, Q is 
a generic Picard-Vessiot extension in the following sense:
Let E D F  be any Picard-Vessiot extension of F  with group GLn{C), 
then E is isomorphic to F{Xij), the function field of GLn{C) extended to F, 
as a GLn{C)-module and as an F-module and there are fij  6 F  such that 
the derivation on E  is D e  = f u ^ t j  the Picard-Vessiot extension 
2  -P* M obtained from the Picard-Vessiot extension C {fij){X ij) D 
C{fij) by extension of scalars to F over C.
To show that Q D P{Yij) is Picard-Vessiot we use the following charac­
terization (Proposition 3.9 in [M]);
P roposition  0.3.2. Let E  D F  be an extension of the differential field F. 
Assume that the field of constants C of F  is algebraically closed. Then E  is 
a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  if and only if:
(1) E  =  F ly ) , where V  C E  is a finite-dimensional vector space over C;
(2) There is a group G of differential automorphisms of E  with G(V) Ç V  
and E ^  = F;
(3) E  D F  has no new constants.
In particular, i f  the above conditions hold and i f  V i,. . .  ,Pn »  a C-basis of
17
V, then E  is a Picard-Vessiot extension of F for
w {y i,- - ,y n )
L =
h • * * fs
Æ '. . .
^ .-1 )
I 2 *
and L-HO) =  V
As usual, w { f i denotes the Wronskian determinant o f / i , . . . ,  /a, 
defined by
w (/i, - =
We point out that, as in classical analysis, the non-vanishing of the Wrons­
kian of /x , . . , ,  /a € JE7 is a necessary and sufficient condition for their linear 
independence over the constants of E.
In our case, (1) and (2) follow from the construction, with G =GLn(C7). 
However, condition (3) is highly non trivial and the proof requires a long and 
delicate argument involving the Multivariable Division Algorithm presented 
in Section 0.2.
We briefly describe the steps in the proof of (3):
First, we introduce the notion of Darboux polynomial (Definition 1.2.1):
Definition 0.3.3. Let D be a derivation on the polynomial ring A  = k[Yi, 
...,Y^]. A polyomial p 6 A m called a Darboux polynomial i f  there is a 
polynomial q €  A  such that D{p) =  qp. That is, p divides D{p).
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The definitioa of Darboux polynomials is motivated by the following fact 
(in Proposition 1.2.3, Chapter 1, we prove the statement for A  =  R):
Proposition 0.3.4. Let p i,p 2 € A =  fc[Yi, • . . , Kj] with pa ^  0 and pi and 
Pa relatively prime. Suppose that D (^ )  =  0, then pi and pa are Darboux 
polynomials. Moreover, ifq i,q 2 6 A are such thatD{pi) =  qipi and D(pa) =  
gaPa, ihen qi =  ga­
in other words, a new constant in Q = F{Yij){Xij)  has to be the quotient 
of two relatively prime Darboux polynomials in R, which satisfy the Darboux 
condition for the same polynomial q.
Then we prove that there are no new constants in Q by showing that 
there are no relatively prime Darboux polynomials in R. We prove this last 
statement by showing that the only Darboux polynomials in R  are, up to 
a coefficient in F,  powers of det[%*y]. This is the content of Theorem 0.3.5 
(Theorem 1.3.16 in Chapter 1).
Henceforth we regard the set of power products in F[Xij]  ordered with 
the degree reverse lexicographical order (Definition 0.2.4).
Theorem 0.3.5. Let p and q be polynomials in R  =  F{Yij}[Xij\ that satisfy 
the Darboux condition D{p) =  qp. Then there is a  6 N and t E  F  such that
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p = l  det[Xij]* and
ot ^
t=i
The first step to prove this theorem is to show that there are no non trivial 
Darboux polynomials in F{yîj} (Proposition 1.3.1, Chapter 1):
P roposition  0.3.6. Ifh {Y )  6  F{Yij} satisfies h'{Y) =  p(y)h(y), for some 
g(Y) 6 F {Y i j }  then h{Y) e  F.
Next, we want to find an expression for q in terms of p. For this purpose, 
for any power product that occurs in p we compute its coefficient in D{p) 
(Proposition 1.3.5, Chapter 1):
P roposition  0.3.7. Let p = ^ a P a (y )% °  € F{Yij }[Xi j ] .  Then for any a  
with Pa{Y) ^  0, the coefficient of in D{p) is
f'À Y )  +  V.{Y) è  è  +  Ê  è ( “ -> + 1)
t = l  j= l  »=1 J=1 /îé t
where aij^i is the exponent vector of the power product
=  ) ^ 5 "  4 ' ' "  •/ •■<«- .ijj   I
4 "  4  - '!  O '
Then, we prove that if a polynomial q 6  f  satisfies D{p) =  qp
for some Darboux polynomial p 6 F{Yij}[Xij ]  then q 6  F {Y i j } ,  that is, the 
X ij  do not appear in g. Using this fact and Propositions 0.3.6 and 0.3.7 
we show that if p G F{yj}[Xiy] is a Darboux polynomial then it does not
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contain the Yij. This last fact is the content of the following (Proposition 
1.3.6 in Chapter I):
Proposition 0.3.8. Let p €  F{yiy}[Xt/] and suppose that D{p) =  qp, for 
some q 6 F  {Yij}. Then p 6 F [X n ,. . . ,  Xnn]-
So, in summary, if p,g € F{Yij}[Xij\ satisfy D{p) =  qp then p 6 F[Xij\ 
and q € F{Yij}.
We then show that such a q must be a linear polynomial in the Yij. We 
give an expression for q in terms of the coefficients and the exponents of the 
power products of p and from it deduce that p is a homogeneous polynomial. 
As a Corollary to this fact we obtain the following expression for q (Corollary 
1.3.9 in Chapter 1):
Corollary 0.3.9. Let p 6 F [X n ,. . .  ,Xnn] and suppose that D{p) = qp, for 
some q 6 F  {Yij}. Let lp{p) =  a  =  ( a n , . . . ,  a**) be the leading power 
product of p, and let I  Ç. F  be its coefficient. Then
? =  7  + A
t=i j=i
With this expression for q we proceed to show that p is, up to a coefficient 
in F , a  power of det[%^y]. This is done by showing that p is the sum of all 
the power products in the X ij  in which for each *o, 1 ^  *o ^  n, there is one 
and only one X ij in the power product with first subindex i  =  iq and for
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each Jo, 1 ^  Jo ^  R, there is one and only one X ij with second subindex 
j  =  jQ. This characterizes the polynomial det[Xij] and its powers. For this, 
the first step is to show that the leading power product of p is one of such 
power products. We have (Lemma 1.3.11 in Chapter 1):
Lem m a 0.3.10. Let p E F[Xij] be such that D{p) =  gp,g E 
Let lp(p) =  X “ , a  =  (o tn ,. . .  ,a„n), be its leading power product. Then 
=  0 for j -hi ^  n +  1 and ai,n_i+i > 0 ,  i =  1 , . , . , n, that is, lp{p) = 
Moreover, ai,n-i+i =  «in, for i > 1. Thus, if we let
a — then
lp{jp) =  (JCin^2,n-l *
With this, we can further simplify the expression for q (Corollary 1.3.12 
in Chapter 1):
Corollary 0.3.11. Let p 6 F [ X n , . . .  ,XnnI ond suppose that D{p) =  qp, 
q €  F  {Yij}. Let a be such that
^p{p) =  (-^ln-^2,n-l ' • • ^ n l)“
and let lc{p) = i €  F  be the leading coefficient of p. Then
f  «
i=l
The following (Corollary 1.3.13 in Chapter 1) is an obvious consequence 
of the above facts:
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Corollary 0.3.12. Let p be as in Corollary 0.3.11. Then p is homogeneous 
of degree na.Q
Now, note that in particular Lemma 0.3.10 implies that p is not re­
duced modulo det[Xij] since the leading power product of p is lp(p) =  
(XinJf2,n-i =lp(det[Xij])“. This last statement, along with the
Multivariable Division Algorithm, allows us to conclude the proof of Theo­
rem 0.3.5.
As a consequence we cannot obtain the Darboux polynomials p\,P i as in 
Proposition 0.3.4. Condition (3) in Proposition 0.3.2 then follows.
The fact that E  is isomorphic to F {X i j ) ,  as a GL,v(C7)-module and as an 
i^-module follows &om Koldun’s Theorem on the structure of Picard-Vessiot 
extensions, proved in [M]. The statement about the form of the derivation 
Dg on E is a consequence of the fact that the pzirtial derivatives with respect 
to the X ij are a basis for the Lie algebra of GLn(C). The generic property 
of our extension is hence established. This ends the proof of Theorem 0.3.1.
If we consider a different derivation on R  = we obtain the
same result regarding Darboux polynomials in R  (Theorem 1.3.17 in Chapter
1):
Theorem  0.3.13. Let F  be a differential field with algebraically closed field 
of constants 0 .  Let De^îj) €  Lie{GLn{C)) be the derivation given by mul­
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tiplication by the matrix E{ij), with 1 in position (i,j) and zeros elsewhere. 
Let Vsti =  1, ..,7%, be any other basis of Lie{GLn{C)). Define a deriva­
tion on the ring R  = F{yîj}[A'ix,. . . ,  X„n] by V  = Y^YstVat- Let p and 
q be polynomials in R  that satisfy the Darboux condition T>{p) =  qp. Then 
there is a positive integer a and a scalar l€ .F ,  such that p = t  det[Xÿ]“ and
? =  T +  ® Er=i^«-
In summary, we staxted with a  differential field F  whose field of constants 
C is algebraically closed and wanted to find the Picard-Vessiot extensions 
of F  with Galois group GLn(C7). With these data we constructed a Picard- 
Vessiot extension for the "generic" field F{Yij), with Galois group GLn(C'). 
and showed that the desired Picard-Vessiot extensions, if they exist, are 
homomorphic images of the generic one, where the homomorphism is given 
by Yij fij. In order to solve the inverse problem we need to show that 
such a homomorphism can be found.
Our next set of results provide necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the homomorphism Yij f i j  to yield a Picard-Vessiot extension via the 
procedure described in Theorem 0.3.1. The field F  is assumed to be of finite 
transcendence degree over its field of constants C, so that it can be viewed as 
F  =  C { ti, . . . ,  . . . ,  where the ti are algebraically independent over
C  and the Zi are algebraic over C ( t i , . . . , tm). The derivation on F  extends
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to F{Xij) in such a way that D {f  ® X ij)  =  D {f) ® X ij +  /  ® ^  fu X i j  on
t=\
F  ® C[Xij]. First, we have (Theorem 2.2.2 in Chapter 2):
T heo rem  0.3.14. Let G he an algebraically closed field with zero derivation. 
Let F  = C {ti,. . . , . . , Zfc], where the ti and Zi are as above. Let C be 
the field of constants of F {Xij), where the X ij are algebraically independent 
over C. Then C = C if  and only if the X ij are algebraically independent over
C.
To check whether the X ij  are algebraically independent over C, we let 
%(&) denote the set of power products in the X ij of total degree k or less. 
We then have that the X ij are algebraically independent over C if and only 
if, for each k, the set %(&) is linearly independent over C. Fix any ordering 
in %(&) and let Wk denote the Wronskian of %(&) relative to that ordering 
(of course a Wronskian computed using any other ordering of the elements 
of %(&) will only differ from this one by a sign). The condition of Theorem 
0.3.14 is equivalent to requesting that Wk is non-zero for all k.
We need to find a specialization (homomorphism) f
with Yij f ij , so that the differential extension F  {Xij) D F, with the 
derivation induced by the specialization, has no new constants. Letting Wk 
be the Wronskian of % (t) in F{Yij}[Xij\ we have (Theorem 2.2.3 in Chapter
2):
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T heo rem  0.3.15. Let F  he as in Theorem O.S.14- There is a specialization 
Yij y-i’ f i j  with F {Xi j)  D F  a no new constant extension i f  and only if there 
are fij  €  F  such that all the Wk map to non-zero elements.
In. Chapter 4 of this dissertation, we offer an example of how to compute 
a new constant if the condition of Theorem 0.3.15 (ails.
Unfortunately, Theorem 0.3.15 gives an infinite set of conditions and so 
far it remains an open question whether there are fij  such that the images 
of all the Wk are simultaneously non-zero.
Finally, in our proofs of Theorems 0.3.14 and 0.3.15 the fact that the 
group under consideration is GLn^(C) does not matter. The only property of 
this group that is used is that it is a  connected algebraic group and thus we 
generalize the results for such groups.
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C h ap te r 1. P re lim inary  resu lts
In this chapter we set up the notation and establish the first results that 
will be used in our construction of the generic extension for GL„(C7).
1.1 T he difikrential field F (Y y )(X n ,. ,Xnn)
Let F  be a difiTerential field with algebraically closed field of constants C.
Let Yij, i , j  =  1 , be difierential indeterminates. For convenience, 
denote by Yij^k for A ^  0. So, in this setting, D{Yij^k) =  Yij.k+i
for A ^  0. As usual, Yijfl =  Yij. For A =  0 we will omit the k-subindex
in our notation and simply write Yij. We will consider the difierential ring
R  =  with derivation D {X i j )  =  This
derivation extends to the quotient field Q = F { Y i j ) { X n , . . . ,  Xnn) of H in 
the obvious way: if p, q € F, g ^  0, then
T ^ fp \  D {p)q-pD {q)
°  K ' J ---------- ? — •
Henceforth we will regard the field Q as a difierential field for the above 
derivation.
It is convenient to use single letters to abbreviate the subscripts of the 
coefiidents of the power products in a polynomial. Thus, an expression like
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means We will also write to denote the power
product “X f“  • • • X ^ "  • - • X®f^ • • • X®^"”, as before. So a typical term of 
a polynomial in the X ij will be denoted by “ae,X“”. We will also use this 
abbreviated notation for differential polynomials in the Yij or in both the 
Xtj and the Yij.
The ring F[Xij\ is assumed to be ordered with the degree reverse lexi­
cographical term order (degrevlex, Definition 0.2), That is, the set =  
{ X ^ |X  =  {Xij), /3 =  {fiij) € N”*} of the power products in the X ij is 
ordered by X u  > > Xin > > X„i > > Xnn, and
X “ < X ^  if and only if
or
J=1 t = l  1=1
n n n n
a ij = the first coordina-
j=i t=i j=i t=i
tes aij and fiij from the right which are different 
. satisfy >  fiij.
1.2 D arb o u x  polynom ials 
and constan ts in  F (Y y )(X n ,...,X „ „ )
Our main goal through the rest of this chapter is to show that the field of 
constants C ofQ  = F {Y ij){X n , . . . ,  Xnn) coincides with the field of constants 
C of F . In this section we will show that this can be reduced to showing 
that the only Darboux polynomials in R  are, up to a coefficient in F, powers 
of det[Xij].
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D efinition 1.2.1. Let D be a derivation on the polynomial ring A  =
A polyomial p 6 A m called a Darboux polynomial i f  there is a 
polynomial g € A such that D{p) =  qp. That is, p divides D{p).
Darboux polynomials correspond to generators of principal difierential 
ideals in A. In Chapter I of J.A. Weil’s Ph.D. Thesis [W95], the author 
discusses constants and Darboux polynomials in Difierential Algebra. In 
particular, the following property is given (Lemma 12, Section 4.1):
L em m a 1.2.2. I fp i,P 2 € A are Darboux polynomials for the derivation D 
thenp\p 2 is also a Darboux polynomial for D. Conversely, i f  p is a Darboux 
polynomial for D, then all its irreducible factors are Darboux polynomials as 
well.
P roof, ff D{pi) =  qipi and D{p2 ) =  qiPi, with qi,q2 6 A, then 
■D(piP2) =  D{pi)p2 + piD{p2) = (gi +  ggjpipg.
Conversely, suppose that D{p) = qp, with g € A and p =  pj"p2, where pi 
is irreducible and pi and p; are relatively prime. If we replace D[p^p 2 ) with 
its equivalent expression qp^P2 , we get
qpTP2  =  (m -  l ) p r “ ^D(pi)p2 + p r ^ ( p 2).
Since p^  divides both terms on the right hand side of the above expression 
and Pi and ps are relatively prime, pi has to divide D(pi). For the same
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reason, we have that pg must divide D^p^). Applying the same argument, 
one gets by induction that all the prime factors of p need to be Darboux 
polynomials as well-n
The following proposition gives a necessary condition for the existence of 
new constants in the extension Q D F 'm terms of Darboux polynomials;
P roposition  1.2.3. Let p i,p 2 € R  = f . . . , wi th pz ^  0 
and Pi and pz relatively prime. Suppose that D (^ )  =  0, then pi and pz are 
Darboux polynomials. Moreover, i f  q\,qz 6 R  are such that D{pi) =  qipi 
and D{pz) = qzPi, then qi = qz~
P roof. We have
D{pi)pz -p iD {pz)
thus D{pi)pz -p iD (pa) =  0, that is
D{pi)pz = PiD{pz). (1)
Since pi and p2 are relatively prime, the last equation implies that pi divides 
D(pi) and pz divides D{pz).
Now, let gi,g2 E A be such that D{pi) = qipi and D{pz) = qzP2i respec­
tively. Then it follows from (1) that
q iP iP i =  ?2PiP2- 
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Hence, qi =  g .^Q
1.3 F inding the  D arboux  polynom ials o f R
Let p =  £det[Xij]“ 6 i2, with i ç  F. We have
D{p) =  £'det[A-ÿ]“ +  £(adet[Xiy]“-^D(det[Xiy])).
But,
D(det[JCiy]) =  trace[yiy]det[Xjy].
Thus,
D(p) =  I' det[Xiy]“ +  £(odet[X<y]*-Hrace[yiy] det[Xfy] 
=  ( y  +atrace[yîy])£det[Xjy]“.
That is, p =  £det[Xjy]“ with £ 6 F  is a Darboux polynomial in R. Our next 
step is to show that the only Darboux polynomials in R  are exactly those 
of this form. Hence, no two Darboux polynomials in R  are relatively prime. 
Then, by Proposition 1.2.3, there are no new constants in Q.
First we show that there are no non-trivial Darboux polynomials in the 
ring of differential polynomials F {Yij}. In order to simplify the notation we 
will use h'{Y) instead of D{k{Y)), for a  polynomial h{Y) € F{yiy}.
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P roposition  1.3.1. Ifh {Y )  6 F  {Yij} satisfies h '(Y) =  g{Y)h{Y), for some 
giX) e  F {Y i j }  then h{Y) G F .
P roo f. The subindices ofYij^k = ) are ordered triples {ij, &} of natu­
ral numbers. Order them with the lexicographical order, namely, ( t i / i ,  &i} > 
{*272)^2} if and only if the first coordinates si and sg from the left, for 
s =  i , j , k  above, which are different satisfy si > sg.
Let {mn, t}  be the largest subindex such that Ymn,t occurs in h.
Let k{Y) =  • Then
a
Ot Ot
+  "  +  E
a
=  h i ( r „ ,  • ■ ■, K ..,.)  +  ( ^  XiT' ■ ■ • 0 ’‘' ‘) W + i
Ot
= g{Y )h{Y l
For Ymn,t+i = D{Ynn,t) We have {m n,t -|- 1} >  {mn,f}, thus it does not 
occur h{Y) by the choice of {mn, <}. Also, it does not occur in hi{Yn, • • * , 
Ymn,t)- Thus the above equation implies that Yinn,t+i must occur in g{Y). 








But the total degree of hziX) is strictly less than the total degree of h{Y). 
This forces h(Y) 6 F.a
Remarks.
1.3.2. If X® =  X f  “  • • • X “^ " • • • X “{*^ • • • X®^’* is an X-power product 
then
t = i  j=i
+ Ê Ê ( E
t= i  j = i  e>i
+ ^  a y  ■ j r “« +■ • • • Jf5« ■ X S -  ) ■
K i
1.3.3. Given a power product X®, we want to know which are the X- 
power products in whose derivatives appear a V-multiple of X®. That is, 
if
then we need to find the power products X^ such that D(X^) contains a 
power product of the form
n t X ““ . - - x% " •.. X “i-  • -. X “r .
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From the expression obtained in Remark 1.3.2 for we see that the
only such power products are the ones of the form
X » .., =  f  if r < t
I  if r > (
for r, s =  I , . . . ,  n  and t and itself.
n
1.3.4. Let p G R. Since D{Xij) =  ^  YuX ij, then the total degree of p
<=i
with respect to the X ij does not change after differentiation. Therefore, if 
D{p) = qp then we must have q 6 F{Yij}.
P roposition  1.3.5. Let p = € R. Then for any a  with
a
Pa{Y) ^  0, the coefficient of in D(p) is
n rt
p a C n + E  E  + E  E ( “ « + f ) E
i= l  j= l  »=i y = i l^i
where (Xij^ i is the exponent vector of the power product
rOij +1 \rOti —1
if e>i
as in Remark 1.3.3,
1 A -,r • • •
. . .. 1 . ■/ • < f
Proof. This is a  direct consequence of Remarks 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.q
P roposition  1.3.6. Let p £ R  and suppose that D{p) =  qp, for some q £  
F {Y i j } .  Then p £  . . . , X»»].
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Proof. Let p =  Then
D{p) 
= qp
By Proposition 1.3.5, for each a such that the coefficient of the X-power 
product X “ in p is Pa{X) ^  0 the corresponding coefficient of X “ in D{p) is
D (p). = pL(v )
t=i j=i
t=i j=i i^i
Since D{p) =  gp, it must be D(p)a =  g(y)p@(y). That is, for each a , we 
have
iiY )p^{Y ]  =  p ' j x ) + p .(y )  Ê  Ê
» = i  i = i
j = l  7= 1  t^ i
Therefore, for every a, the coefficient Pa{Y) of X® in p divides
p i ( i ' ) + E  E ( “ « + 1 )
1=1 7=1 t^ i
Thus, for each a, there is Ua(Y) such that
p .{ Y ) u , ( Y ) = f ' , ( Y ) + e ;  E ( “ <j+
t = l  7= 1
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As in the proof of Proposition. 1.3.1, order the triples of natural numbers 
with the lexicographical ordering. Let {mn, t} be the largest subindex such 
that Ymn,t occurs in p. We have D{Xmn,t) =  and {mn, t  -f 1} >
{mn,t}.
Now, for each a  such that Ymn,t occurs in PoSX) we have that Yjnn,t+i 
will occur in Pa{Y) but not in Pa{Y)  or in
n n
i = l  j = l  l^i
by the choice of {mn,t}. Therefore, it must occur in p<x{Y)uct(Y), Let 
Then
+ E  • • • Y t z r +■■■
So yrnn.t+i occurs in pJ,(F) only in
=  ( E
— u(y^)Yinn,t+l-
Since Yian.t+i occurs in p a (y )u a (y ) and not in Pat{Y) it must occur in 




The above equation implies that Pa(^) divides v{Y). But this is impos­
sible since the total degree of v(y) is strictly less than the total degree of 
Pa(y). This contradiction yields the result.Q
Lem m a 1.3.7. Let p 6 . . .  ond suppose that there is q €
F{yiy} such that D{p) =  qp. Let be any power product in p. Then
n
the coefficient of Yu in q is f3ij, for t =  1 , . . . ,  n. In particular, the sums
j=i
n
for i =  are independent of the choice of .
y=i
P roof. We have p =  ^  o-fiX^, with ap € F.
Thus,
=  qp
=  ' £ q ( Y ) a f X > .
By Proposition 1.3.5, the coefficient of X ^  in D{p) is
n Tt n n
^ ijY ii+ 5 2  5 2  + 1 ) 5 2
»=i y=i i=i y=i
Hence, it must be
« y w  =  4  +  “^ ( Ê  Ê  +  Ê È ( A ' + 1 ) Z  ■




’ ( n  = ^ + E  E  + E  E ( ^ « + 1) E
 ^ t = l  j= l  i = l  j = l  l^i  ”
The coefficient of Yu in the above expression is for i = 1,. . .  ,n.
j=i
Since this expression for q is valid for any index the “in particular" part 
follows immediately.Q
Corollary 1.3.8. Letp be as in Lemma l.S.7. Let be the leading power 
product of p. Let be any power product with non-zero coefficient in p.
n n
Then for i  =  1 , Thus p is homogeneous of degree
j=i j=i
n 71
j = l  i= l
Corollary 1.3.9. Let p €  F [ X n , . . . ,  X n n ]  and suppose that D{p) =  qp, for 
some q 6 F  {Yij}. Let X °‘ be the leading power product of p, and let £ E F  
be its coefficient. Then
ft n n
? =  7  +
t=i j=i
P roof. By Proposition 1.3.5 and since D{p) =  qp, the coefficient of X°^ in 
D{p) is
fç =  £' +  f  ( ^  aijYii +  ^  ^ ( « t j  +  1 ) ^  Paii,tYii) - (1)
i= i  y= i i= i  y= i
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The Paij,i, are the coefficients of the power products in p, different firom 
X**, whose derivatives involve it. By Remark 1.3.3, these other X-power 
products are those of the form
y..., =  M S "  ' if ’■<*
I  ..  X S " - ' X S -+ ' ■■■ if >• x  ’
all of which violate Corollary 1.3.8 for t =  r  and i =  t. Therefore it must be 
Poiij,k =  0, for all i',y =  1 , . . .  ,n; k ^  i. But now, substituting back in (1), 
we see that then
iq = t  + 1 ^ ^  aijYii. 
«=1 i=i
Hence,
e  A A  ^
9 =  7  +  2 ^
»=i j=i
In order to show that the Darboux polynomial p as in the previous results 
has the desired form we will first show that it is not reduced with respect to 
det[Xi/]. For that we show that the leading power product of p is a power 
of the leading power product of det[Xjj]. The first step is the following:
L e m m a  1.3.10. Let p 6 be such that D{p)  =  gp,g € F {Y i j } .  Let
lp(p) =  X “ be its leading power product. Then =  0 for j  ^  n — i + 1  and
a i .a_f+ i>0 ,  i =  l , . . . , n .  Thatis, lp (p )= X % ''X % :r
P ro o f. To prove that a ^  =  0 for j  ^  n  — i +  1 we first show that a,y — 0 
for y > n — k + l , i  k ,k  = 2 , . . . ,n .  Indeed, for fc =  2 we have j  >  n  — 1,
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so j  =  n and
0(lp(p)) =  c„„ £  +  --
fc=l
Since q has no Yij  with i ^  j ,  each term in D(lp(p)) containing such a Yij 
must be cancelled. In particular we need to cancel the terms containing
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  n — 1 above. For that we can only use the derivative of power
products of the form
=
x f i " - x “t * ' - ■ • • ■ % ' + '  i < ",
all of which are strictly greater than lp(p). Thus they may not occur in p. 
As a  consequence, it has to be ann =  0. Now b t & > 2  be such that ain = 0 
for i ^  k. Then 
ip(p) =
■ • • x t x - i
and





Likewise, we need to cancel all the terms in i)(lp(p)) involving Yk-i,i, for 
t fc — 1. In particular, we need to cancel the terms of D(lp(p)) involving
n - i . i , 
with i < k —I. In order to do it, we can only use power products of the form
• ■ ■ x S " - ‘ ■. • %%-+' • ■ • ,
for t < A — 1.
But all of them are strictly greater than lp(p) and therefore they cannot
occur in p. Thus, it has to be =  0. Since this argument is valid
for any fe > 2, it follows that atn  =  0, for k =  2, This makes the
statement that a^y =  0 for j  > n  — k + l , i ' ^ k ,  true for k = 2.
Now assume that k is such that ajy =  0 for j  > n  — k +  l , i  ^  A. So 
Ip(p) =
y ° l l  y « in  v -C C k .n -h + l xr«fc+l,t v “ (i+l,n-fc+I y® n.n—<i+l
and, for all * >  &,
occurs in D(lp(p)). Thus we need to cancel it. For that we can only use the 
derivative of power products of the form
x , r  • j f
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with j  < n  — k + l  since a tj  = 0 for a lly  > n — k + l  by hypothesis. But all 
such power products are strictly greater than lp(p) and therefore they cannot 
occur in p. This forces ai,n-fc+i =  0 for i  > k. We can repeat this process 
until k = n  and get that afy =  0 for all j  > n — fc +  1, t ^  As, fc =  2 , . . . ,  n, 
that is,
ip (p)=
Now we show that =  0 for j  < n — Aï -h 1, fe =  1 , . . . ,  n  — I, i  ^  fc. The 
process is analogous to what we just did. First we show that a ii =  0 for 
i < n. Indeed, for each i  we have for l >  i  that
a i l^ i Æ "  • • - - 1 . . . • . . XZ V
occurs in D(lp(p)). So, in order to cancel it, we need to use the derivative of 
power products of the form
'  • • • ^.1 ' •  • • ^ .7 ' K V
with y > 1, all of which are strictly greater than lp(p) if f <  re, and for £ =  re 
we cannot simply have one of those since a^y =  0 for j‘ ^ 1 .  Thus such power 
products cannot occur in p and it has to be a ii =  0 for i  < re.
Let A; ^  re — 1 be such that a»/ =  0 for y < re — As +  1, t ^  Af. We have
ip(p)= - « r i i ; ï ï
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and for all t < A:, £ >  i, we have that
_  V  y-ai.n-fc+l—1 y C f.A -h+ l+ l y(X«l
occurs in Z?(lp(p)) and in order to cancel it we only have the derivative of 
power products of the form
X atl,n-fc+l ya<,T»-k+l —1 y O t i j + X  yO f.m -h+l+l v®*»!X,n-k+X '"-^i.n-k+X "'■^l,n-k+X ' -^Ij ’ " -^nX
with j  > n — fc 4-1 since =  0 for t ^  fe, j  < n — At +  1-
For f < &, all this power products are strictly greater than lp(p) and 
therefore they cannot occur in p. For f  ^  As we cannot simply have such 
power products since for £ ^  A, atj =  0 if j  > n  — As +  l. Thus it has to be 
ati,n-k+x =  0 for t ^  fc -  L
We can repeat this process until fc =  n — 1 and get that aij  =  0, j  <  
n  — fc -h 1, * ^  fc, fc =  I , . . . ,  n  — 1. This completes the proof for the first part 
of the Lemma.
To prove that aj,n-»+i ^  0, for all t =  suppose that there is i
such that ai,n-i+i =  0 and let j  ^  t be such that ay,n-y+i ^  0 then D(lp(p)) 
will contain
% .- ;+ !  n i  ■ ■ • JCSl7+l‘ if i > i
or
if •• <  j -
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As noted above, since q does not contain any Yij with i ^  j ,  we need to 
cancel the terms in D{p) involving either of the above. But that is impossible 
since aij =  0 for all j  and by Corollary 1.3.8 all the power products
in p must have fiij =  0 for j  =  I , . . . ,  n. In particular, we cannot have in p 
the power products of the form of Remark 1.3.3.□
Next we show that the a^t iu the exponents of the Xat in lp(p) are all 
equal:
L em m a 1.3.11. Let p € F[Xij] be such that D{p) = qp, g 6  Let
'p (p )=
be its leading power product. Then ai,n-i+i =  otin, for i > 1, that is, if 
a =  ain, then
/p(p)=(X i„A -2,n_i..-A -nir.
Proof. Let i  be the coefficient of lp(p) in p. We have
t=i
+  Y ,  n a . “r  ■'  • ■ • X t X i l t l  -X k . -
h)tl
+ eE E • ■ ■ x tX - X + i■ ■ ■
1<* fc>t
K »  k>i
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In order to cancel
above, we can only use the derivative of the power product
since for j  ^  n  — A; +  1 we have a&y =  0.
Let ,, be the coefficient of in p. Then
^ai.n-k+i.k — ~^®ln (2)
On the other hand, in order to cancel 
above, the only power product that we can use is, again,
=  x , ,„ - M  ■ ■ ■ ^"■■■X k.-- x ; r
since a ij  =  0 for j  ^  n. Thus it must be
^oti.n-k+i.h ~  ~^ûtfc,n-fe+l (3)
as well.
From (2) and (3) it follows that, for k ^ l ,  a in  =  aife,n-Jk+i*a 
As a consequence of the above results we obtain the following expression 
for q:
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C orollary  1.3.12. Let p 6 ctnd suppose that D{p) =  qp,
q € F {Yij}, Let a be suck that
lp{p) = {X in X 2 ,n - l- - -X n ir  
and let £ e  F  be the coefficient of lp{p). Then
e
« =  7 + < » 2 w^” -
t=i
P roof. This is a consequence of Corollary 1.3.9 and Lemma 1.3.11.
It is worth noting the following:
C orollary  1.3.13. Let p be as in Corollary 1.3.12. Then p is homogeneous 
of degree na.p
P roof. This is a  consequence of Corollary 1.3.8 and Lemma 1.3.11.n 
Lemma 1.3.11 implies that p is not reduced with respect to det[Xjy]. Since 
this is a key point in the proof of our main result we restate the Lemma in 
order to record this fact as the following theorem:
T heorem  1.3.14. Let p 6 f  be such that D{p) = qp, q € F[ Yi j } .  
Then
ip(p) =ip(det[jr<y|)“.
Thus p is not reduced with respect to det[X{y].
P roof. This is just a restatement of Lemma 1.3.11.
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Rem ark 1.3.15. Let pi.pa ^ be two polynomials such, that lp(pi) =
=  lp(pa). Then we can write pi =  /p j  +  r where /  € F  and r  is reduced 
with respect to pj. Indeed, since Ip(pi) =  lp(pg), we have that Ip(pa) divides 
Ip(pi). So Pi is not reduced with respect to pg and, using the Multivariable 
Division Algorithm (Chapter 0, Section 0.2), we can write pi =  /pg + r ,  with 
0 ^ / 6  F[Xij],  r  reduced with respect to pa and Ip(pi) =  lp(/)lp(pa)* The 
last equation implies that lp(/) =  1. Hence, /  € F .
We are ready to prove our main result on the form of Darboux polynomials 
in R :
Theorem  1.3.16. Let p 6 F[A‘,y] and q 6 FfYiy} be polynomials in R  that 
satisfy the Darboux condition D(p) =  qp. Then there is a € N and i  E F  
such that





Proof. Let qi = ^ ^ i  oYa, so that.
=  „  d e lK ,- ! ' =  { q - j )  d e t[ jr ÿ f
By Remark 1.3.15 we can write p =  f  det[Xty]* -t- r, with r  reduced with
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respect to det[Xij]*. Now,
D (p)= D (< det[X i,]* )+ fl(r)
=  f  d e t % f  +  £(g -  j )  det[X*y]“ +  D(r)
=  l' det[X^jf +  qUet[XijY - 1' det[Xiy]* +  £>(r)
=  g£det[Xiy]‘ +  £>(r).
On the other hand, we have
D{p) =  qp
=  qi det[Xiy]* +  qr.
Therefore, it has to be D{r) =  qr. But r  is reduced with respect to 
det[Jrjy]*. It follows, by Theorem 1.3.14, that r  =  0. The statement about 
the form of q is just the content of Corollary 1.3.12.0
Next we show that the result in Theorem 1.3.16 does not depend on the 
GLn(C)-equivariant derivation chosen on R,
Theorem  1.3.17. Let F  be a differential field with algebraically closed field 
o f constants C. Let Dg(^y) 6 Lie{GLn{C)) be the a derivation given by mul­
tiplication by the matrix E{ij), with 1 in position (i,j) and zeros elsewhere. 
Let Vat, s ,t  = be any other b<tsis o f Lie{GLn{C)). Define a deriva­
tion in the ring R  =  F{Yîy}[Xii,. . . ,  Xnn] by V  = YatVat^ P ond 
q be polynomials in R  that satisfy the Darboux condition V{p) = qp. Then
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there is a positive integer a and a scalar i  €. F , such that p =  £det[Xiy]® and 
? =  T +
i = l
P roof. Since the Dg(*y) are a basis of Lie(GLn(C7)) we have
= ^C st,ijD E iij),
with Cst,ij € C. Thus,




— ^  ^  Cst,ijYstDE{ij)
=  ^  ZijDEiij), 
hi
where Zij =  ^  Cat,ijYst- Now, [cjt,jy] is a matrix of change of basis so it is 
invertible. Also the Cat,ij are contants for D, thus the map Zij^k —^ T^ y,* is a  
differential bijection. In other words, the differential rings
R  =  F{yîy}[Xii,. . . ,  Xnn],D
and
R ' = F {Z ij}[X n ,^--,X nn],V  
are isomorphic and therefore we can apply Theorem 1.3.16 to A'.q
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Chapter 2. A  Generic Picard-Vessiot Extension for GLn(C) 
and som e specialization properties
In this chapter we construct a Picard-Vessiot extension with differential 
Galois group GLn(C) for the differential field F{Yij). The inverse differen­
tial Galois problem for GLn(C7) consists in determining, given a differential 
base field F with algebraically closed field of constants C,  what differential 
extensions of F  are Picard-Vessiot extensions with differential Galois group 
GLn(G). We prove that if such a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  exists then 
it has to be a homomorphic image of the one for F{Yij). We also provide 
existence conditions for such a homomorphism.
2.1 Generic Picard-Vessiot extension for GLn(C) 
and the inverse problem
Let F  be a differential field with algebraically closed field of constants C7. 
Consider the previously defined differential ring R  =  F { y ij} [X n ,. . . ,  XnnJ 
with derivation D{Xij)  =  where the Yij are differential inde-
terminates over F . Let Q =  F (Y îy )(X ii , . . . ,X n n ) be the differential field 
resulting from extending the derivation on R  to its quotient field. We have;
Theorem 2.1.1. Q D F (Yij) is a Picard-Vessiot extension with differential 
Galois group GLn{C). Moreover, Q is a generic Picard-Vessiot extension in
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the following sense:
Let E  D F  be any Picard-Vessiot extension of F  with group GLn{C), 
then E  is isomorphic to F(Xij),  the function field of GLn{C) extended to F, 
as a GLn{C)-module and as an F-module and there are f ij  € F such that 
the derivation on E  is De  = Yli=i on j the Picard-Vessiot extension
F{Xij) D F  is obtained from the Picard-Vessiot extension C{fij){Xij) D 
C{fij) by extension of scalars to F  over C.
P roof. To show that Q D F  {Yij) is Picard-Vessiot we will use the charac­
terization. of Proposition 0.3.2. We have:
(1) Q =  F (Yij) (V) y where V C  Q is the finite-dimensional vector space 
over C spanned by the Xij;
(2) There is a group G=GLn(C7) of differential automorphisms of Q with 
G{V) Ç V  and =  F{Yij). This follows from the fact that Q is the 
function field of GLn(G) extended to F  (Yij).
(3) Q D F{Yij) has no new constants.
To see (3) notice that an element of Q can be written as with pi, P2 €  A 
relatively prime. By Proposition 1.2.3, if such an element is a constant, that 
is D ( ^ )  =  0, then both pi and pg are Darboux polynomials for the same 
polynomial q {D{pi) =  qpi and D(pg) =  qpz). By Theorem 1.3.16, the only 
Darboux polynomials in R  are those of the form p =  fdet[X*j]* with f  E f ,
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a 6 N, which are not relatively prime. Therefore, if c 6 Q is such that 
D{c) — 0 then c 6  F{Yij). In fact, by Propositions 1.2.3 and 1.3.1, c E f .
By Kolchin’s Structure Theorem for Picard-Vessiot extensions (Theorem 
5.12 in [M]), we have that if .B D F  is any Picard-Vessiot extension of F 
with group GL„(C7), then E  is isomorphic to the function field of
GLn(G) extended to F.  On the other hand, the partial derivatives with 
respect to the X ij are a basis of the Lie algebra of GLn(G) extended to 
F.  Thus, the derivation Dg on F{Xij)  can always be given by Dg(%^y) =  
jy i- i f i lXtj  for some fij  E F. Since B D F  is a Picwd-Vessiot extension for 
GL„(C), then so is C{fij){Xij) D C{fij),  the derivation on C{fij){Xij)  being 
the corresponding restriction of Dg. From this Picard-Vessiot extension we 
retrieve F{Xij)  D F  by extension of scalars to F  over C.Q
Thus, solving the inverse differential Galois problem for GLn(C) can be 
reduced to finding f i j  E F  such that the constants of C{fij){Xij)  are the 
constants of C{fij).  Then we can construct a Picard-Vessiot extension of F  
with group GLn(C') by extension of scalars on C{fij){Xij) D C{fij).
2.2 Specializing to a Picard-Vessiot extension o f  F
Let F  and C be as above. In this section we give necessary and sufficient
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conditions for the differential homomorphism Yij i-> fij, with
C{fij)(Xij) D C{fij)
a Picard-Vessiot extension, to exist. We restrict ourselves to the case that F  
has finite transcendence degree over C.
We consider first the case F  =  C{t), where t is transcendental over C. 
The derivation on F  is given by D{t) = 1, D{c) = 0, for c EC.
n
On F{Yij){Xij) consider the derivation given by D{Xij)  =  ^  YuXt j .  We
t=i
are looking for a specialization (homomorphism) firom C{Yij} to C{t) given 
by Yij !->' fij  so that C{fij){Xij) D C{fij),  with the derivation induced by 
this homomorphism, has no new constants. We have:
P roposition  2.2.1. Let Xi j  be algebraically independent over C{t). Define 
a derivation on C7(t)(Xij) by D{Xij)  =  Y^fuXi j ,  with fu  6 C{t), and 
D{t) =  1. Let C be the field of constants of C{t){Xij). Then, C = C if  and 
only i f  the X ij are algebraically independent over C.
P roof. First note that t  is algebraically independent over C since for every 
m  we have that the Wronskian determinant
1 t  . . .  t ^
0 1 ...
0 0 . . .  ml
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=  Oil! * "ml ^  0
Now we use a transcendence degree count argument. Suppose that the 
transcendence degree of the extension (7 C C is at least one. For the tower 
of fields C c . C C .  C{Xij) C C7(t)(Xÿ) we have that the transcendence 
degree of the extension C C C{Xi j )  is and the transcendence degree of 
C  C is +  1. So, in particular, the transcendence degree of
C  C C can be at most one. ff that is the case then C{t ) {Xi j )  is algebraic 
over C{Xij) .  This means that there are g 6 C{Xij )  with g ^ 0  such that
*m , fm- l {Xi j )  , , fo i^ i j )  _ n
Let a  € C"'* be such that ^(a) ^  0 then
f f ( a )  g{a)
which contradicts the fact that t is algebraically independent over C. This 
shows that C = C.
For the converse we only need to point out that by construction the Xij  
are algebraically independent over C.q
We can generalize this proposition as follows:
As before, let C be an algebraically closed field.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let F  =  C (ti ,. . . ,tn » )[z i,. . . ,%&] where the t{ are alge­
braically independent over C and the Zi are algebraic over 
Assume that the derivation on F  has field of constants C  and that it extends
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to F{Xij) 30 that D {f ® Xij)  =  D{f)  ® Xij  -f / ® ^  f uX t j  on F ® C[Xij\.
t= \
Let C he the field of constants of F(Xij).  Then C = C if and only if the X ij 
are algebraically independent over C.
Proof. Since the ti are algebrziically independent over C for every s the 
Wronskian of the set of power products of total degree s or less in the ti is 
different from zero (this Wronskian is determined up to a sign). Therefore, 
they are also algebraically independent over C. We have the tower of fields
C c C c C ( X i j ) c F ( X i j )
where the transcendence degree of C C C(Xij) is and the trzmscendence 
degree of C C F {Xi j )  is +m.  Suppose that the transcendence degree r  of 
(7 C C is at least one. Then the transcendence degree I  of C{Xij) C F  {Xij) 
has to be £ < m. But this implies that there is an algebraic relation among 
the ti over C(Xtj). Let g{Xij), fi{Xij)  € C{Xij), g{Xij) ^  0, be such that
t ‘ - +  +  ■ • • +  =  0 .9{Xtj) 9{^ij)
If a  6 is such that g{a) ^  0, then
t^‘ + =  0
9{o) 9{a)
is an algebraic relation among the ti over C. This contradiction shows that
C = C.
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For the converse, once again, we point out that by construction the Xij  
are algebraically independent over C.q
Now to check whether the X ij are algebraically independent over C, we 
let %(&) denote the set of power products in the X ij of total degree k or less. 
Then we have that the X ij are algebraically independent over C if and only 
if for each k, the set X{k)  is linearly independent over C. Fix any ordering 
in. X{k)  and let Wk denote the Wronskian of relative to that ordering 
(of course a Wronskian computed using any other ordering of the elements of 
X{k)  will only differ &om this one by a sign). So the above condition means 
that in turn Wk is non-zero for all k. Now go back to C{Yij}[Xij] and let 
Wk be the Wronskian of X{k)  here. Then, the condition of Theorem 2.2.2 
for finding a specialization Yij i-f f i j  so that C{fij){Xij) D C{fij)  has no 
new constants can be expressed as follows:
T heorem  2.2.3. There ia a specialization of the Yij with no new constants 
i f  and only if  there are f ij  such that all Wk map to non-zero elements.
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Chapter 3. The theorems for an arbitrary
connected algebraic group G
3.1 Specializing to a Picard-Vessiot extension
The proofs of Theorems 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 in Section 2.2, Chapter 2, do not 
make any particular use of the fact that G =  GL». If we replace the Xij  
by X i and the Y{j by Yi we can formulate the following more general results 
for an arbitrary connected algebraic group G whose function field is C{G) = 
C { X i , . . . , Xn)~ Let {£>1, . . . , Dn} be a basis for Lie(G), D =  ^  YiDi. Let 
Wk be the Wronskian of the monomials of degree k or less in the X{ for a 
given ordering.We have:
Theorem  3.1.1. Let C be as above, let F  = C{ti, . . . , .  ..,%&] where 
the ti are algebraically independent over C and the Zi are algebraic over 
C{t\ , . . . ,  tm)‘ Let C be the field of constants of F{X i , . . . ,  Xn).  Then C = C 
i f  and only if the X i are algebraically independent over C.
Theorem  3.1.2. There is a specialization of the Yi with no new constants 
i f  and only if there are f i  such that all Wk map to non-zero elements.
For the proofs of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we only need to replace the 
X ij with X i , the Yij with Yi and n* with n  in the proofs of Theorems 2.2.2 
and 2.2.3.Q
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N ote . Observe that the proofs of Theorems 3.1.1 zmd 3.1.2 do not use the 
fact that C ( X i , . . . , Xn) is the function field of G. However, this hypothesis 
is used in the following theorem to show that F { Xi , . . . ,  Xn.) 3  f i s  a Picard- 
Vessiot extension with group G.
Under the hypothesis (and notation) of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we have:
T heo rem  3.1.3. Let F  =  C{t i , . . .  ,tjn)[zi,. . . ,  Zk] where the ti are alge­
braically independent over C and the Z{ are algebraic over G ( ti ,. . . ,tm)- 
Then f  (X i ,. . .  ,Xn) D F  ia a Picard-Vessiot extension with Galois group G 
if  and only i f  the X» are algebraically independent over the field of constants
C o / f ( X i , . . . ,X „ ) .
P roof. By Theorem 3.1.1, F (X i, . . . ,X „ )  D f  is a no new constant ex­
tension. On the other hand, we obtain F (X i, . . . ,  Xn) by the extension of 
scalms:
f  (X i,. . . , X„) =  ? ./.(F  C (X i,.. . ,  Xn))
= q,f.{F<S)cC[G\)
and G acts on F®cC[G\ fixing F. So, G Ç G ( f (X i, . . .  ,X n ) / f  ). Counting 
dimensions we get that G =  G (F (X i,. . . , X n)/F) since G (X i,. . . , X„) =  
G(G). Finally, F (X i,. . . ,X n )  =  F(V), where V  is the finite-dimensional 
vector space over G spanned by the X*. This proves the converse implication. 
For the direct one we have that if F (X i, . . . , Xn) 3  F  is a Picard-Vesiot
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extension then the field of constants of F (X i,.. . ,X n )  coincides with the 
one of F. So we can apply Theorem 3.1.1 and get the result. □
Applying Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 we also obtain:
T heorem  3.1.4. There is a specialization of the Yi such that F { X i , . . . ,  Xn)  D 
F  is a Picard- Vessiot extension if  and only if there are f i  such that all Wk 
map to non-zero elements.
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Chapter 4. Com puting new constants
Let C be an algebraically closed field with trivial derivation. Let F  = 
C{t i , . . .  ,tjn)[zi,. . . ,  Zk] where the t* are algebraically independent over C 
and the z* are algebraic over C{ t \ , . t ^)- Assume that the derivation on F  
has field of constants C and that it extends to F{Xij)  so that D { f  ® Xij) =
n
D{f)  ® Xij  +  /  0  ^  fu^t j  on F ®  C[Xij], for certain fij 6  F,  By Theorem
t=i
2.2.2 in Section 2.2, if there is an algebraic relation among the X i j  over the 
field of constants C of F  {Xij )  then C properly contains C.  In this section we 
will produce a new constant from such an algebraic relation. We will restrict 
ourselves to the case n =  2 and use a particular linear dependence relation. 
Extend the derivation on F  to X12, A'21, X22) by letting D{Xi j )  =
where the fij are such that the Wronskian Wi  =  W { X n , X i 2 ,  
X 2 i , X 2 i )  = 0, that is, the X i j  are linearly dependent over C. Further­
more, assume that the linear relation among the Xi j  is such that there are 
0 1 2 , ^ 2 1 , 0 2 2  €  C with
X\1 =012X\2 -^ 0 2 1 X 2 1  + 0 2 2 X 2 2  (1)
and that %i2,%2i and X22 are linearly independent. In order to simplify 
the computations we will also assume that det[/ty] =  0.
We want to find a, 6, c such that p =  a X u  +  6X21 + 0 X 2 2  is a  Darboux
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polynomial in that is D{aXi2 -\-cX22) =  g(o%i2 + 6 ^ 2 1  +CX22)
for certain q 6  F .
We have,
D{^aXi2 +  &%21 +  )
=  a{f 1 1 X 12 +  / l 2-X^22) +  i ( /21-^ll +  / 22-^2l) +  c (^ i% i2 +  / 22-^22)
=  6/ 21^11  +  ( d / l l  +  c f2 l ) X i 2  +  bf22X2l  4-  ( a /12  +  cf22)X22  
=  6 /21  { /3i2Xi2  +  A i -^21 +  P22X 22 ) +  (a /ll +  c/2 1  )%i2 +  6 / 22-^21  
+  (a/1 2  +  c f 22) X 22 
=  (a/ll +  b f 21^12 +  c /2i)%i2 +  6(/z2 +  /ziAzl-^zi 
+  (a/1 2  +  b f 2X^ 22 +  c f 22) X 22 
=  qaX\2  +  qbX2i +  qcX22‘
Therefore,
[ a ( / l l  — q ) +  6/ 21/^12 +  c / 2l ] X i 2 +  6(/22  +  f 210l 2 — Ç)X21 
+  ( a /12  +  6/ 21^22 H~ c (/22  — q )^ 2 2  =  0 . (2 )
Since we are assuming that %i2 ,% 2 i and X22 are linearly independent
their coefficients in (2) must be equal to zero. So we have the following
homogeneous linear system in a, b, c:
( f i i  — q)a + /2 iJ^i2 b + / 21C =  0
i / 2 2  +  A 1A 2 — ç)b  = 0
/ 12a + / 2i/?2 2  ^ + ( / 2 2  — ?)c =  0
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In order for the above system to have non trivial solutions we need that
But,
det
/ i i  — Ç h \
0 /22 +  /21^12 — 5 0 
/l2 A1A 2 /22 — 9
=  0.
det
h i  — 9 h iP i 2  h i
0 h i  +  h i P i i  — 9 0
/1 2  h l ^ 2 2  /22 —9.
/ i i  — 9 /21= { h i  + h i P i i  ~  9 ) dst /i2 h i  — 9
= ( / 2 2  + h i ^ i i  -  9 )(<iet[/ij] -  trace[/iy]g + q^)
=  0 .
This gives,
h i  + h i P i i  — 9  =  0 (3 )
or
<iet[/ij] -  trace[/ij]5 +  =  0. (4 )
From (3) and (4)we get
9 =  /22 +  h it^ ii (5.1)
or
trace[/iyj ±  y/tis^e[fij]^  -4det[/iy]
2
(5.2)





C h o o s e  q =  t r a c e [ / ÿ ]  a n d  a s s u m e  t h a t  q ^  0 , f 22 +  Î2\P \2- T h e n  t h e  
s e c o n d  e q u a t io n  i n  t h e  s y s te m  im p lie s  t h a t  6 =  0 . S o  w e  h a v e  t h e  e q u iv a le n t  
s y s te m ;
—/ 22a + /21C =  0
/ 1 2 a  - / i i c  =  0 '
I f  /22  0 t h e n  t h e  a b o v e  s y s te m  h a s  t h e  g e n e r a l  s o lu t io n
/21
a  =  — c, w h e re  c  €  C .
1 2 2
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  i f  w e  c h o o s e  c  =  1 t h e n  p =  ^ ^ 1 2  +  ^22  s a t is f ie s
+  X 2 2 ) =  trace[/ij](^^X i2 +  %22)- 
122  J22
On the other hand we also have that
D(det[Xij]) =  trace[/ij] det [ATij].
L e t
det[Xij] •
W e  h a v e ,
D { ^ X i2 +  j r „ )  -  ( ^ X i 2  +
tra c e [ / j ,K ^ jr i j  +  % ,,) dct[Xi,] -  ( ^ X u  +  %,;)tr»cc[/iy] d«t[Xj,]
d S i x ÿ ^
= 0.
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T h a t  is , d  is  a  new  c o n s t a n t  i n  F{Xi j ) ,
N o w  w e  s h o w  t h a t  u n d e r  t h e  r e s t r i c t io n s  t h a t  w e  im p o s e d  o n  t h e  f i j  i t  is  
p o s s ib le  t o  f in d  a  n o n - z e r o  f22-
S in c e  w e  h a v e  a  l in e a r  d e p e n d e n c e  r e la t io n  a m o n g  t h e  X i j ,  t h e  W r o n s k ia n  
Wi  m u s t  b e  e q u a l  t o  z e ro . T h i s  W ro n s k ia n  c a n  b e  e x p r e s s e d ,  u p  t o  a  s ig n , 
a s  t h e  fo llo w in g  p r o d u c t  o f  d e t e r m in a n t s ;
Wi  =
w h e r e
1 0 0 1 X n %12 0 0
h i f l 2 /21 Î22 X21 X22 0 0
A B E F 0 0 X n X12
C D G H 0 0 X21 X22
=  M { f i j ) d e t [ X i j f ,
■A =  / n  +  / i i  +  / 12A 1,
^  =  /12  +  f n f i 2  +  /1 2 /2 2  
C =  f i i A  - f  f 2i B  -|- A'
=  3 /1 1 /1 1  +  2 /1 1 /1 2 /2 1  +  2 /1 2 /2 1  +  / n  +  /1 2 /2 1  +  / i i >  
D =  /1 2  A  4-  /2 2 -S  4-  B ‘
— 2 /1 1 /1 2  4-  /1 1 /1 2  4-  /1 2 /2 1  4- /2 1 /2 2  +  +  /1 1 /1 2
+  f  12/22 +  /12  +  /1 1 /1 2 /2 2 )
^  =  /21  +  /2 1 /1 1  +  /2 2 /2 1 ,
^  =  /22 +  / 12/ 2I +  / » ,
G — f i i E  4- /2 1 -F  4-  E'
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and
=  2 /2 1 /1 1  +  /2 1 /1 1  +  /2 2 /2 1 /1 1  +  2 /2 2 /2 1  +  /1 2 /I1  
+  /2 2 /2 1  +  /21  +  / 2 1 / u  +  /2 2 /2 H  
H  =  /22-P’ +  /l2-® +
=  /2 1 /1 1 /1 2  +  2 /2 2 /2 1 /1 2  +  + 3 /2 2 /2 2  +  2 /1 2 /2 1  +  /1 2 /2 I
+  /I 2 +  f i 2’
1 0  0 1 
/ l l  /12 / 2I /22
A B  E  F
C D G H
We have after simplifying using the hypothesis that det[/»y] =  0,
M ( / , i  )  =  ( /2 2  -  / l l ) ( / ( 2 /2 1  -  / 2 1 / 1 2 )  +  ( /2 2  -  / n ) ( / l 2 / 2 1  "  / l 2 ^ ^ )
— / l 2 / 2 l ( / l l  -  f 2 z Ÿ  — / l 2 / 2 l ( / l l  -  / m )
+  / i 2 / 2 i ( / i i / i 1  +  /2 2 /z 2  “  /1 1 /2 2  “  /1 1 /2 2  +  / m  “  f"l  +  /1 2 /2 I  “  /1 2 /2 1 )
+  / l 2 / 2 l ( / l l / l l  +  /z 2 /2 2  “  /1 1 /2 2  — /1 1 /2 2  +  f n  — /z 2  +  /1 2 /2 I  “  hif'21)'
O f  c o u r s e ,  c o m p u t in g  M{ f i j )  in v o lv e d  a  g r e a t  d e a l  o f  c o m p u ta t io n s .  F i r s t  
w e  c o m p u te d  t h e  d e t e r m in a n t  d i r e c t ly  a n d  t h e n  w e  c h e c k e d  t h e  r e s u l t  u s in g  
D o g s o n ’s  m e t h o d  ([D ], [R R ]) .
T h e  W r o n s k ia n  Wi =  0 i f  a n d  o n ly  i f  M{fij)  =  0. N o w , o b s e r v e  t h a t  i f  
/ i 2  =  0 t h e n  / i 2  =  0 w h ic h  im p lie s  t h a t  B  =  0 a n d  D  =  0 a s  w e ll. T h e r e f o r e
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M{fi j )  = 0. So, if we let M{Yij)  be the differential polynomial in the Yij 
whose specialization to the f i j  is M{fij)  then M{Yij) is in the differential 
ideal
j  =  {det[yiy],ri2}
=  {Y1 1 Y2 2  -  Y1 2 Y2 U Yn}
= {Y1 1 Y2 2 , Yx2}
of C'{y’n , Yi2 , V2I 1 ^22}- It is easy to see that Y22 is not in X. Indeed, suppose 
that
Y22 =  PY11Y22 +  qYi2 +  r, (6)
where p, q € C {Yn, Y u ,  V21, Y n], r  =  5 ^ ( r i ( n in j ) ( ‘> +  , , n 2*)
P u 9j  €  C {Y \i, Y \2, Y21, Y gs}.
Now, consider the map
^ : C{Yxi,  Y2u  Y22} -4- C[Yn, Y21, Y22]
Y2 2 '-4- 1^22
Yij t-> 0 for t, j  /  2.
Let p =  V’(p)> ? — ^ (g ),r  =  ^ (r). We have that r  =  0 and (6) becomes
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